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Historic Core Zones
Project Review

Foreword
Managing traffic in historic towns is an issue which has been close to the heart of the
English Historic Towns Forum (EHTF) and its members for a number of years. Back
in 1994 EHTF worked in partnership with the Civic Trust to publish documents
which highlighted the impact which signs and lines were having on our historic
environments. The EHTF’s Historic Core Zone project was born in the mid 1990’s
with the backing of the Department for Transport, English Heritage and the Civic
Trust. The projects in Bury St Edmunds, Halifax, Lincoln and Shrewsbury have
demonstrated that our heritage and traffic can live side by side and the Historic Core
Zones Project Report published in 1999 illustrates this.
The four projects have now had a chance to stand the tests of time and we can reflect
on the successes and failures of the initiative and draw some conclusions. This
review report is the result of close working between EHTF and the Department for
Transport and I am pleased to commend its contents as a follow up to the 1999
Project Report.
What has been achieved in the four examples provides a pallet of measures which we
believe can be applied to all historic towns where such issues arise.
It demonstrates that there is another way!

Sam Howes
Chair of EHTF

Retroreflective signs illuminated by
vehicle headlights

Restricted Zone sign
(Bury St Edmunds)
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One Way sign (Bury St Edmunds)

Historic Core Zones Project
Review Report - May 2003
EHTF, in its report 'The Historic Core Zones Project' published in November 1999, described four
schemes dealing with traffic issues in historic town centres: Bury St Edmunds, Halifax, Lincoln and
Shrewsbury.
The schemes were all very different, but there were some features common to all.
The report highlighted a number of lessons which had been learnt from the Project:

•

Every historic area is different and therefore requires a different mix of measures.

•

Historic towns and city centres deserve special treatment and motorists should be made aware that
they are entering such areas.

•

Multi-disciplinary teams are needed to devise and implement traffic measures in historic areas.

•

Good design can be achieved within the current regulations; there is sufficient flexibility and freedom
to satisfactorily design traffic measures for Historic Core Zones.

•

Adequate funding is crucial. At present, funding opportunities and procedures are haphazard.
Funding bodies are not properly addressing the cost of good design features.

•

Good design can help achieve self-enforcement of traffic measures but it is not the only solution to
the problem of enforcement.

The report also outlined an 'Agenda for Action':

•

Pedestrian Priority - the Forum will join with others to press for more widespread application of
traffic measures to secure an understood and enforceable level of priority for pedestrians over
motorists in certain types of street.

•

Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) - The Forum will collect, and share amongst its Members, good
practice in making the TRO process simpler, quicker, clearer and more open.

•

Traffic Signs - experiment with signings particularly within 20mph and pedestrian priority areas.

•

In co-operation with the Department for Transport (DfT) the Forum will provide guidance to its
Members on obtaining special authorisations within the Traffic Signs Regulations.

•

Street Furniture and Materials - the Forum will seek to influence and work with manufacturers,
suppliers of street furniture, signs etc. to improve designs and develop innovative ideas.

•

Funding - The Forum will discuss with the DfT guidance on Local Transport Plan initiatives and seek
appropriate funding.
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Update on Bury St Edmunds, Halifax,
Lincoln and Shrewsbury Schemes
Since the publication of the 'Historic Core Zones Project' report a review of the four Schemes has been undertaken.
The Review (compiled in Summer 2002) highlights the major issues that have developed and how the issues relate to
the Forum’s Agenda for Action referred to above. Ideally it should be read in conjunction with the 1999 report.

Bury St Edmunds
Bury St Edmunds Historic
Core Zone Update
Since the publication of the 1999
report, work has been completed on
the environmental enhancement of
Angel Hill, probably the most
sensitive area in the Bury St Edmunds
Core Zone. The project was
implemented in two phases. Phase 1,
the main area of Angel Hill outside
the Abbey Gardens was implemented
in 1999/2000, and Phase 2, the area
used as a coach drop-off at the
northern end of the Hill, in
2001/2002.
The project was a major investment
for the Borough Council and the
results have generally been welcomed
as a scheme which delivers the
objectives of the Core Zone project.
The first phase was the runner-up in
the Local Government News Street
Design Awards in 2000.
The project also led to a major public
relations exercise. There had been
considerable interest within the town
in 'doing something' with the area.
Ideas included removing all parking
and placing it underground, providing
more parking on the surface, holding
markets, creating a venue for live
performances and planting trees. The
Borough Council, working with the
regional association of architects and
landscape architects, organized a

workshop to enable anyone with an
interest in the area to have their say
on how it should be improved. This
was attended by over 100 people and
included presentations from the key
players followed by facilitated
sessions, enabling all ideas to be
aired. The Borough Council then
prepared a design for the area
reflecting the outcomes of the
workshop. A leaflet was published
and exhibitions of the proposals were
held around the town. Some
proposals, particularly those in the
vicinity of the War Memorial, did not
find favour with local residents, and
changes were made to the scheme.
As a result of the consultation, the
local war veterans associations each
sponsored one of the new trees
planted as part of the project.

Angel Hill - before and after
The creation of a new pedestrian square has
redressed the balance between pedestrians
and vehicles and reduced the dominance of
the motor car.

The scheme includes:

• A new pedestrian square.
• York stone footways.
• A new block surface carriageway
with a maximum width of 6 metres
and much less in places.

Whiting Street – before

• Revised parking layouts.
• Additional residents’ parking.
• Use of a resin bonded anti-skid
surface in certain areas to provide
a 'warmer' surface.
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Whiting Street – after

• Specially commissioned street
lighting columns based on a design
formerly used in the town.

• New street lighting and
floodlighting.

• The enhancement of the War
Memorial and adjacent
construction of a small Garden of
Remembrance.

• Brass studs set in York stone
paving to create tactile surfaces at
uncontrolled crossing points.

• A split carriageway in front of the
Abbey Gate with central refuge, all
at footway level, providing safer
pedestrian access to the Abbey
Gardens and reducing the
dominance of the highway.

• The retention of the 'Pillar of Salt',
a 1930’s traffic sign, within the
pedestrian square.

• New in-house designed street
furniture, including seating,
railings and bollards.
Examples of bespoke street furniture used
on Angel Hill which help to maintain a
local identity and don’t detract from the
unique historic buildings.

Service bay in Whiting Street

• Tree planting.
The second phase of the scheme was
to improve an area used for bus
turning and setting down and picking
up passengers. This element of the
project was slightly less ambitious
and the design sought to resolve the
problems which adjacent residents
were experiencing from turning and
waiting buses. The finished scheme
has moved those vehicles further
away from residential frontages while
continuing the Historic Core Zone
theme.
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The Gateway
The 1999 report referred to the
concept of thresholds or gateways at
the entrances to the Core Zone
combining traffic signs with an
entrance feature. The Crown Street
Gateway project was duly finished
and aroused considerable public
comment. After a further design
competition to see if a better design
could be found to replace it, there
appears to be a growing acceptance of
it among local people. However,
there is no local commitment to erect
additional gateways around the
remainder of Core Zone as originally
intended.

Maintenance of earlier Core
Zone works
The projects undertaken in the
Whiting Street and Hatter Street areas
of the Core Zone (as described in the
1999 project report) are suffering
from a lack of funds for continued
maintenance. In particular, the metal
posts used for the signs and the
Sheffield cycle stands are becoming
badly chipped, revealing the
galvanised steel below.
The enforcement of traffic regulations
in the scheme appears to be working
well, although subtle changes in
surface colour to denote parking and
non-parking areas in Whiting Street
have proved less successful.

Halifax
Halifax Historic Core Zone
Update
The key feature of the Halifax Town
Centre Traffic Strategy is a 'Zones
and Loops' system that allows buses,
taxis, delivery vehicles and cycles
into central through streets, but
restricts general traffic to five
separate 'quarters', without access
between them. High quality natural
stone materials have been used where
possible and where appropriate to the
setting of adjacent buildings. This
has been made possible by financial
support from the Heritage Lottery
Fund.
Although the works have been carried
out in stages over the last four years,
the 'Zones and Loops' system was
largely implemented at an early stage,
initially using temporary signs.

The restricted zone
The whole Town Centre area was
designated as a 'Restricted Zone' in
the associated Traffic Regulation
Order (TRO). This meant that there
was no need to use a proliferation of
signs and markings in the historic
centre, in keeping with the aims of
the Historic Core Zones Project.
Specially authorised non-illuminated,
high reflectivity, hoop signs have
been used throughout. Single face
signs, such as ‘no entry’, ‘one way’
and ‘prohibited turn’ are only 1.1m
high. The restricted zone is also
subject to a 20 mph speed limit.
The restricted zone is an area of
approx 300m by 450m within the
outer distributor roads (A629,
Fountain Street/Cow Green/Broad
Street and Winding Road/Church

Street) comprising the five quarters
(shown on Plan 1). It was defined by
3.1m high hoop signs at all the entry
points to the area covered by the
TRO. The intention was that within
the zone, waiting and loading would
be permitted only where positively
indicated and prohibited everywhere
else.

Crossley Street – side road junction detail

Changes to the restricted
zone
Criticisms were raised that the
wording ‘Restricted Zone’ on the
signs was being misunderstood to
mean that general traffic could not
enter the area. It was feared that this
had already led to a reduction in the
number of people coming into town
by car, and thus to a loss of trade,
although there was no evidence (such
as the take up or turnover of on-street
car parking) to support this view.
However, Calderdale Council
resolved to revoke the restricted zone
status in the outer parts of the zone.
The issues were discussed with the
DfT and a meeting was held in
Halifax with the DfT’s traffic signs
division. An alternative proposal has
now been implemented, reducing the
restricted zone to a 'Pedestrian Zone'
in the Market Quarter (shown on Plan
2). This comprises those streets in
the very central core that have access
restricted either to buses, taxis and
delivery vehicles or to no vehicles at
all between 9.30 and 16.00. The
access restrictions are indicated on
2.1m high hoop signs.
The waiting restrictions and
provisions for parking, loading, bus
stops and taxis within the original
restricted zone have not been
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Specially authorised, non-illuminated,
high reflectivity hoop signs have been
used throughout

High reflectivity, low level hoop signs

The junction at the end of Crossley
Street – before

Crossley Street – after

Rising bollards at the entrances to
daytime restricted streets

changed. However, they will need to
be designated by conventional signs
and markings - “national signage that
the motorist clearly understands”
according to critics. The remaining
central pedestrian zone has special
dispensation from the DfT not to
require standard signs and markings.
The 20mph speed limit is also
unchanged and continues to be signed
at the entrance to the original
restricted zone
The DfT was sympathetic to the
revision, but obviously disappointed
that there will be more signs and
marking in the historic core than
originally envisaged. English
Heritage has taken a similar view. It
is worth noting that the original
restricted zone was very large in
comparison to others that had been
approved. It may be that its sheer
size made the reduced signing a
problem. It is conceivable that,
despite numerous small repeater
signs, motorists who were well into
the centre of the town were unable to
appreciate that they were still in a
restricted zone. Having said this, the
early problems of enforcement
seemed to be reducing as time passed
and the main driver for change was
the objection to the use of the word
‘Restricted’. The remaining core
pedestrian zone is still a large area in
comparison to many other towns.
Extensive publicity was given to the
town centre proposals. This has been
updated as work has progressed,
using leaflets and newspaper articles,
including an explanation of the
‘Restricted Zone’ signs. It is difficult
to see how that could have been
improved upon. It is possible that
different wording might have been
more acceptable. Indeed, the revised
scheme retains the tall hoop signs at
the entrance points but changed to
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‘Pay and Display Zone’ signs, and
with the ‘20 mph Zone’ signs
remaining unchanged.

Road markings
Efforts have been made to keep signs
to a minimum and road markings
discreet. A variety of marking
methods have been used, depending
on the circumstances. The majority
of markings (approx 90%) have been
laid using conventionally applied
thermoplastic. The use of preformed
lines in tape form, applied with glue
and heat, has been very successful on
new smooth surfaced setts. Existing
uneven granite setts have proved
problematic in that thermoplastic does
not adhere well. The usual solution is
to lay a strip of tarmac adjacent to the
kerb and lay the lines on that, but this
is not considered appropriate for the
historic core. A rubberised spray paint
was trialed, but that gave
unsatisfactory results on uneven setts.
Thermoplastic has been used until a
better solution can be found.

Rising bollards
Work progresses on the other areas of
the town centre scheme. The most
interesting development, following
the implementation of ‘Zones and
Loops’ and the Pedestrian Zone, is the
installation of automatic rising
bollards to keep unauthorised traffic
from certain streets, such as
Southgate and Cornmarket, which are
pedestrianised during the day. All the
entry and exit points are covered by
the town centre CCTV network and
the bollards are activated by an
operator in the control room when it
is safe to do so. This system has been
100% successful in preventing the
abuse of the restricted entry signs
alone which used to take place, and
has made the main shopping area a
pleasant traffic free zone.

Monitoring
Traffic speeds have reduced since the
introduction of the scheme. 85th
percentile speeds in Market Street
have fallen from 17 to 15 mph and in
Commercial Street from 22 to 18
mph. The weekly footfall data shows
an increase in pedestrian activity of
17% on Market Street and 59% on

Commercial Street between 1998 and
2002. Generally traffic flows have
reduced by 28% overall, although
abuse by unauthorised vehicles on
Market Street continues to give
concern.

Plan 1

Plan 2
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Lincoln
Lincoln Historic Core Zone
Update
The main aims of the Lincoln
Historic Core Zone were:-

• To introduce interpretive paving
Newport Arch, South
Before repaving works

(to indicate archaeological
features) as part of the Roman
Newport Arch, and establish it as
the gateway to the historic core
zone.

• To reduce road markings and
signs.

• To introduce street furniture with
local distinctiveness.

• To reduce the speed and volume of
Newport/Bailgate Junction
Gateway approach to the HCZ - After

traffic by means of a ‘Prohibition
of Driving’ traffic regulation order
(TRO) and traffic calming.

• To introduce echelon parking to
reduce the width of the
carriageway on Bailgate.

Bailgate Traffic calming
After

The Newport Arch, which was the
northern gateway to fourth century
Roman legionary fortress, has been
set in a carefully designed interpretive
paving scheme and is an ideal
gateway to the zone.

Traffic Regulation Orders
and signs
In an attempt to reduce the volume of
through traffic a 'Prohibition of
Driving - Except for Access' order
was introduced. This proved totally
ineffective because a route was
retained to give access to premises
and car parking, and the traffic
volume remained at the previous
level. The route is an attractive one
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from the northern part of the city to
the centre, and the restriction proved
impossible to enforce. The alternative
was to 'plug' the route but this would
have resulted in a more tortuous route
which could have harmed the vitality
and viability of the retail area in the
zone and was opposed by traders and
residents.
Prior to the scheme being
implemented a TRO prohibited
waiting at any time on the approach
to Newport Arch. The new paving
was designed to reduce the
carriageway width and widen the
footway. Carriageway markings were
omitted to enhance the setting of the
arch. It should be noted that, whilst
the road markings were omitted, the
order itself was not rescinded. On the
eastern side of the road, adjacent to
the terraced properties, there have
never been parking restrictions, and
residents were still able to park. It
was decided at an early stage that
parking restrictions should not be
introduced in the newly constructed
lay-by. This has been partially
successful but there has subsequently
been some pressure from residents for
a Residents’ Parking Scheme.

Vehicle Speeds
Limited traffic calming features were
introduced at the start of the project
and no further features have been
installed. The scheme retains most of
the historic kerblines, and this has left
a very wide carriageway which has
not helped in keeping traffic speeds
down. However, echelon parking has
effectively reduced the carriageway
width to the south of Newport Arch,
and the presence of cars reversing
from the bays also helps to reduce
speeds.
The speed limit remains at 30 mph
but there is an aspiration from
members of the City Council to
introduce a 20 mph zone, because the
85th percentile vehicle speeds have
been measured at 25-27 mph. It is
anticipated that the introduction of a
20 mph zone could reduce vehicle
speeds to 20 mph.
The County Council, through its
Local Transport Plan, has launched
pilot school safety zone schemes in
the County. There has been pressure
from parents at the Westgate Junior
School, which is located in the
historic core zone for traffic speeds in
the vicinity of the school to be
reduced. It is hoped that following
the pilots undertaken in the County a
20 mph zone, together with
alterations to the road layout near the
school entrance, will reduce speeds in
this section of the historic core zone.
The Local Transport Plan also
proposes ten ‘Community Travel
Zones’ (CTZ) in the city. It is
expected that the zone for the
Cathedral Quarter, which includes the
historic core zone, will be

implemented in year five of the likely
ten year CTZ programme.

Surfacing
The City Council was hoping that the
highway surfaces would be changed
throughout the zone, but due to
financial limitations only the Phase 1
Works included re-surfacing. No
additional work has been carried out
to date.
The original intention was to change
the surface of the carriageway of
Bailgate, between Westgate and
Eastgate, making the area more
‘pedestrian friendly’ without the need
to formalise the situation with a
pedestrian street order. However, the
layout of the road, and the ambience
established by the Phase 1 works has
helped to reduce domination by motor
vehicles. The outcome has been that
at times of heavy pedestrian flows the
carriageway is partially shared
between traffic and pedestrians.
There are no proposals at present to
pursue a TRO to change the informal
arrangements.

Bailgate Traffic calming
After

A cycle rack in use

Cycling Facilities
Cycle stands have been installed.
Although there is not a great demand
for cycle parking in Bailgate, use is
being made of stands in the centre of
the zone in Castle Square.
No formal cycle lanes have been
introduced. The National Cycle
Route crosses the zone but this is
only one way (north to south). A
contra-flow cycle lane cannot be
provided because of the narrowness
of the historic streets in the area.
Natural and man-made paving materials –
high quality workmanship
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Historic Quarter

Attention to detail

The remainder of the area, to the
south of the Cathedral/Castle Square,
is subject to a ‘Restricted Zone’ TRO
for which dispensation was received
to omit carriageway markings. This
TRO has been in operation for many
years and has been very effective,
with very few parking offences taking
place throughout the area. As a
restricted zone it is unlike the zones
in Halifax insofar as no on-street
parking is provided.

Conclusion
There have been no additional works
since the completion of the first phase
in 1997.

The narrowed carriageway and the
parking bay

Speed table combined with a courtesy
crossing on the approach to the Arch

It is felt that the initial impact of the
investment has now been lost because
there has been no ongoing financial
investment in the street scene by
either the local highway authority or
the City Council because of other
more pressing priorities.
In an ideal situation there should be a
clearly defined funding stream before
works commence in historic core
zones, enabling a tight programme to
be established to achieve maximum
impact on the historic environment.
The level of funding should also
recognize the need for high quality
and distinctive materials in the
historic public realm, and this should
be identified by the funding
authorities.
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Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury Historic Core
Zone Update
Shrewsbury High Street was
improved in two phases, in 1996 and
1997. The main features of the
scheme were:

• Widened footways, surfaced in
natural stone.

• Carriageways (one way) narrowed
to 3.5m and surfaced with setts.

• Removal of all road markings.
• Fewer and smaller signs.
• Creation of informal 'courtesy
crossings'.

• Removal of general parking.
• Creation of bays for buses,
deliveries and blue badge holders.
In 1999, as part of the overall
Integrated Transport Plan for
Shrewsbury, the scheme won an
award from the Royal Town Planning
Institute. As stated in the 1999
Historic Core Zones report, the
scheme proved very effective in
reducing the speed and volume of
traffic, and helping pedestrians cross
the road more safely.

Safety
An analysis of personal injury
accidents from 1989 to 1998 showed
that there had been a reduction from
3.9 per year to 2.2 per year. The
proportion of accidents involving
serious injuries fell from 36% to 25%
(there have been no fatalities).

Materials
During the winter of 1997/98,
problems were observed with the
structural condition of the granite
setts forming the carriageway. The
bitumen grout did not adhere fully to
the setts, and there was water
penetration and a washing out of the
cement mortar bed. Despite repairs,
the deterioration continued, and the
surface became rutted and uneven,
aggravated by the large number of
buses and lorries on the narrow
carriageway. A detailed investigation
was carried out in consultation with
the TRL and Herriot Watt University
in 1999. They concluded that, whilst
there were some problems with the
original design, there was in fact no
guaranteed alternative method of
laying setts to cope with the volume
of heavy channelised traffic in the
High Street.
However, because the stone setts
were believed to have contributed to
the speed reductions and improved
safety, there was a deep reluctance to
remove them altogether. Alternative
construction methods were therefore
investigated, and in 2000 the whole
carriageway was reconstructed. Water
main renewals, not programmed by
the water company until after
completion of the scheme, provided a
window of opportunity to do this.
Some lengths were replaced with
conventional asphalt, but four
sections of setts were retained, using
an alternative form of construction.
The original 100 x 200 x 150 mm
setts were split in half and re-laid in a
high strength grout over a full depth
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'Courtesy Crossings' in York stone setts,
provide safe and popular crossing places

The revised scheme retains sections of
granite setts, helping to keep speeds very
low

asphalt road base. To date this
appears to have been effective, and
the problems have not reappeared.

Improvement of square

All of the other features of the
original scheme, including the
courtesy crossings and smooth stone
setted disabled parking and loading
bays, were retained. The only minor
change has been the use of brass
studs as tactile paving at an
uncontrolled side road crossing - a
technique developed for the Halifax
Core Zone project.

Future plans

Overall, the surface of the High Street
is now much smoother than before,
though the road width and 'courtesy
crossings' are exactly the same.
Cyclists, some of whom had been
deterred by the original scheme, now
benefit from the smoother setts.
Traffic speeds have been observed
throughout the changes, as set out
below.

A public consultation exercise in
December 2001 concluded that about
57% of people would support traffic
regulation orders to further reduce the
amount of traffic on the High Street
route, although between 32% and
38% were against the idea. A greater
majority would support a 20 mph
zone. Orders to further restrict speeds
and light traffic will therefore be
formally advertised later this year
(2003).

Even two years after completion
(1999), speeds were still very low, but
had crept up slightly. The introduction
of a smoother surface led to a further
increase in speeds, but they are still
lower than in the 'before' situation.
This suggests that both the road
geometry and the surface
characteristics had contributed to the
speed reductions.

Wide ranging exemptions to the
restrictions are envisaged, reflecting
the compromises needed in a busy
and compact town centre. There are
no proposals to restrict delivery
vehicles, and few opportunities to reroute buses onto other routes. Some
of the Park and Ride buses using
High Street now have cleaner, less
polluting engines, and a real time bus

Speed and traffic reduction

Wider pavements and narrowed
carriageway

The original scheme achieved a
traffic reduction of 34% without
needing any orders to restrict access.
There is no evidence that the new
smoother road surface has led to an
increase in traffic flow. More recently,
traffic calming, including a 20 mph
limit, on the main alternative route
(Town Walls) led to a significant
reduction of traffic on that route, but
very little transfer of traffic back to
High Street.

Before

85th percentile

20.5mph

speed
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Immediately after

Two years after

improvement

improvement

After
reconstruction

(1997)

(1999)

(2000)

13 mph

14.5 mph

16 mph

passenger information system has
been introduced at bus stops along the
route.
A third phase of the improvement
scheme was originally planned. An
opportunity to deliver this has arisen
as a result of the ‘West End’
Regeneration strategy which sets the
scene for improvements to streets,
development sites and buildings along
the unimproved section of the route
leading to the Welsh Bridge. Further
work is planned in 2003/4 and
2004/5, but competing pressures on
LTP funds mean that it may not be
possible to continue with high quality
materials and treatments.

Phase 2 - bay for disabled badge holders

Lessons learnt
Despite some engineering difficulties,
the main features of the historic core
zone scheme remain, and still serve as
an example of what can be achieved
from a comprehensive approach to
traffic management, safety and
sensitive enhancement. We have
discovered - the hard way - that some
of the conventional wisdom about the
use of traditional paving materials on
streets with heavy traffic is simply
wrong. Traditional materials can be
used successfully on busy roads, but
only as part of an appropriate (and
probably not traditional) method of
construction. Road surface as well as
road geometry can contribute to
significant speed reductions.
Shropshire County Council is more
than willing to share its experience
with others considering similar
schemes.

Courtesy crossing, disabled parking bay
and loading bay
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Conclusion
From the work carried out on the Historic Core Zones projects, as outlined in this report, it is concluded
that:-

• Environmentally sensitive traffic management measures can be introduced which do not compromise
either the historic environment or road safety.

• The pilot projects provide a palette of measures which are appropriate to use in built up areas regardless
of size or environmental quality.

• The knowledge and experience gained, and the innovative measures that have been used, should be
shared as widely as possible. There is an opportunity for the DfT to work in partnership with the EHTF
and CABE to promote good design in traffic management.

• The DfT should continue to work with the EHTF to develop additional Historic Core Zones and to
explore new methods for environmentally sensitive traffic management in historic towns.

• There is, in most circumstances, sufficient flexibility and freedom within current regulations and
guidance notes to enable traffic measures in historic areas to be designed satisfactorily without
compromising road safety.

• Local authorities should make provision within LPT budgets for the adequate funding of traffic measures
in urban areas, and historic core zones in particular, so that appropriate treatments and good design
features can be incorporated into the street scene.

• The innovative features developed as part of the project could be further developed for use in sensitive
rural areas and villages. The DfT should be urged to promote this.

Bollard adapted to a cycle rack (Lincoln)

Materials: top left – parking bay;
top right – service bay; bottom - carriageway
(Bury St Edmunds)

For further information about the schemes please contact:

•
•
•
•
•

Bury St Edmunds

ian.poole@stedsbc.gov.uk

Halifax

david.holdstock@calderdale.gov.uk

Lincoln

steve.roper@lincoln.gov.uk

Shrewsbury

rob.surl@shropshire-cc.gov.uk

Chris Winter at EHTF

ehtf@uwe.ac.uk (Tel: 0117 975 0459)
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Large stone bollards
(Lincoln)
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